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Introduction 

Patrice Lumumba was a prominent leader of Africa’s independence struggle, specifically 

of the country that is today known as the Democratic Republic of the Congo. He was also the 

first prime minister of the Congo. Lumumba’s biography provides an insightful mirror to the 

complicated political landscape that African states inherited at independence.  

We will consider how the precolonial period relates to the problems that the new ruling 

elite would face, like Lumumba, at independence and the impact of the colonial period in setting 

up a system of extraction for profit. Then, we will examine how the challenges of Lumumba’s 

political life epitomize the postcolonial state of the Congo, and thus broadly reflects the situation 

of many countries in Sub-saharan Africa. 

(Pre)colonial African Politics and Society  

Boahen asserts that due partly to the industrial revolution, African leadership would face 

a new Europe. A Europe that would push for colonial imperialism to extract profit from the 

African continent. This is the new Europe that would characterize relations in the precolonial 

period, but Africans weren’t aware of this shift. To add to this lack of awareness, once Europe 

started colonizing, Shillington maintains that Africans didn’t accept colonialism lightly. 

Pan-Africanism at this time was strong especially in west Africa, but ultimately Belgian colonial 
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system, like other colonizers would consolidate its control over African societies. For the Congo, 

this meant suffering at the brutal policies of being the personal colony of King Leopold II. 

So Patrice Lumumba, the first prime minister of the Congo, would have to reckon with 

this unique history of brutal colonialism and though he would become a leader of the 

independence struggle for the Congo and a prominent proponent of Pan-Africanism, he would 

face challenges that never fully disappeared from pre-colonial African politics and society. Such 

challenges include Belgium’s continued desire to control the Congo despite independence. 

Belgium disadvantaged the Congo by not preparing the new leadership and taking advantage of 

Congo’s new ruling elite. 

Independence and the Postcolonial State  

Expectations of Independence 

The people’s expectations of independence were high-- they were eager for change. 

However, Africans were let down. Ajayi argues that on the eve of independence, the masses 

were dissatisfied with the lack of change. The Congo Crisis, a crisis of decolonization, is an 

example of this disappointment regarding the people’s expectations of independence. The new 

ruling elite failed to deliver on promises of new freedoms and material goods as well as failed to 

replace white officers immediately following independence.  

These failings were partly due to the fact that the decolonization was sudden and 

unplanned. But also due to the involvement of the Soviets that helped to split the Congolese 

government. These efforts by Western powers during and after the struggle of independence has 

much to do with the major shift in colonialism sentiment in that independence was no longer 

unthinkable, but inevitable.  
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Specific to the Congo, this failure of the new government cannot solely be blamed on the 

unpreparedness of Lumumba and the new Congolese leadership to adapt to their new powers, but 

as Nzongola-Ntalaja presents, the Belgians tried to retain as much control as they could over the 

Congolese state and economy. Thus, though Lumumba was the prime minister of an independent 

Congo, the country did not have full political nor economic independence. This lack of full 

independence, especially economically is reflective of the situation of many African countries in 

gaining independence.  

As a broader trend, politically, many elites in Sub-Saharan Africa would inherit fractured 

states that would need the single-party states that often led to autocracy as a largely preferred 

alternative to the model of a weak state and major foreign influences. But at the time of 

independence, several countries in Africa were characterized by being a weak state because they 

were underprepared and put on an unfair playing field to be taken advantage of by western 

powers.  

To further analyze the time following the Congo’s independence, Young contends that 

the Congo lost control of its army and its most profitable source of revenue, Katanga, via 

succession. Additionally, Young elaborates on Ajayi’s point that the failure to remove Belgians 

from the government further undermined the chance for more effective bureaucracy as well as 

show a clear change in leadership, instead of the political landscape looking largely the same to 

the masses. This relates back to Lumumba’s life because these events in history would set up 

how western influence would try to retain economic control and the secession illustrates how in 

trying to retain control, western powers would work to divide countries for their own profit.  

The Wave of Democratization / Patrimonial Rule 
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As a final point to consider, Bratton and VandWalle observe that regime transitions in 

sub-Saharan Africa do not necessarily resemble democratization in other parts of the world in 

that patrimonial rule was a component. Regarding the Congo, this meant that though the Congo 

saw a democratic transition through national conferences, the outcome was an electoral 

autocracy. This is important to consider because independence leaders like Lumumba at the time 

wanted full democracy and autonomy for their country.  

Yet, because of western interference and western powers working against instead of with 

African leaders so that they could continue exploiting African countries’ resources, 

independence leaders like Lumumba were assassinated or removed from office in favor of 

leaders like Mobutu across the continent. These leaders were placed into power because they 

worked with Western powers so that the West could remove their political rivals and place them 

into power. Lumumba had appointed Mobutu as a colonel and chief of staff of the ANC but had 

underestimated his ties to western powers like the CIA and Belgian intelligence services. This 

underestimation and trusting nature of political persons are reflective of how independence 

leaders of how they also faced western powers’ ability to encourage disloyalty in their newly 

formed governments.  

Conclusion 

Withal, Patrice Lumumba has gone down in history as the Congo’s first democratically 

elected prime minister and be lauded for his unwavering defense of the country’s national 

interests, particularly against Western interference. But, like many, this steadfast opposition, this 

dedication to Pan-Africanism, to the West would only be taken as a threat of possible 

communism, so the West helped remove such leaders in this cold war proxy war that took place 
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during much of Sub-Saharan Africa’s independence to support more authoritarian rulers because 

they cooperated with the West.  

As illustrated, Lumumba’s biography provided an insightful mirror to the complex 

political landscape that African states inherited at independence, which was largely set up for the 

new ruling elites to fail. The following severely disadvantaged the new governments: systems of 

extraction for profit, the masses not seeing immediate changes (and thus reality falling short of 

their expectations for independence), the West’s successful retention of control especially 

economically in parasitic-like trade agreements and keeping white officers in the ranks, and the 

more unique nature of democratization that swept Sub-Saharan Africa. Ultimately, Lumumba 

and other leaders’ struggles were engendered by the context of the global cold war and the 

regional national liberation struggle that would create or amplify the struggles of these leaders 

that were completely dedicated to truly trying to liberate Africa-- politically, socially, and 

economically.  
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